
Vidyo Private Cloud Offerings
Benefit from Immediate Cost Savings by Migra=ng to Private Cloud

For long-=me Vidyo customers who have on-premises deployments, migra=ng to private cloud 
provides all the benefits of a cloud-delivered managed service, while maintaining the ul=mate control 
of your Vidyo deployment.    

Vidyo's private cloud is not only the most cost-effec=ve cloud migra=on op=on available, but it also 
provides unmatched scalability, resiliency, and flexibility, all powered by Google Cloud PlaJorm (GCP). 

Save money and simply migrate your exis=ng VidyoLines and 

infrastructure licenses to the cloud

Financial Benefits

Leverage your Vidyo investment
Leverage a cloud plaJorm with segregated regions, zones, and 

data centers, so infrastructure is decentralized, enabling easier 

disaster recovery

Distributed architecture provides fail-over

GCP encrypts data stored at rest by default, with no addi=onal 

ac=on required from you, which provides a higher level of 

security than most on-premises deployments

Encryp=on-at-rest

Enjoy the maximum level of control over your Vidyo 

deployment, while s=ll benefiSng from cloud architecture

Keep your Super Admin controls

With a recommended upgrade cycle of at least 2x per year, 

you will always have the latest features
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Fast, flexible, and silent upgrade cycles

Private cloud offers the scalability to add more capacity 

quickly, without having to upgrade hardware.

Grow easily

Eliminate the headaches created from the management of 

infrastructure and network/solu=on design issues

Save effort on management

As hardware ages, you are not burdened with the cost of 

technology refresh in your data center.

Eliminate equipment maintenance

Deliver at least 99.95% up=me to your users
Guarantee more up=me

Focus on more strategic projects and ini=a=ves
Free up IT =me and resources

Enhance your private 
cloud deployment with 
op=onal professional 
and developer ops 
services:

Branding & white 
labeling 

Custom 
domain 

Cer=ficate 
management 

Proac=ve 
monitoring 

Technical 
training 

And more..Migra=on of video 
recordings to cloud 

Business 
con=nuity plans 

Technology Benefits

Learn more about Vidyo’s professional services, please contact us today.
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